
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 March 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Ethan C-D, Aiden A and Mostafa I for very maturely offering to read a very 

difficult piece of text in Science. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Sofia M-P for showing determination and consistently working hard in our 

French lessons; Alydia H for working hard and showing detemination to improve in French lessons. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Ellie-mae H for showing a huge improvement in focus and determination and 

producing fantastic work in science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Jessie C, Jamie K, Faye A and Xander S for always showing integrity and doing 

the right thing even when nobody is watching. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Joel M for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being helpful 

to others and always being polite and well mannered! Well done Joel! 

Mr Birch would like to appreciate Aimee K for showing determination working hard in RE lessons; Jack N and Marcel 

B for always being enthusiastic, helpful and polite. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Leyton T for showing 100% determination in his Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Emily R for always working hard and showing determination and enthusiasm 

in Art; Kiera P for showing determination by always working hard in Art lessons; Honey C for showing determination 

and consistently working hard in Art lessons; Naema A and Joel M for always being enthusiastic, helpful and polite. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Sofia M-P for showing determination and consistently working hard in our 

Geography lessons. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 March 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Arden and Mrs Cahill would like to appreciate Ismail Y for going above and beyond to succeed in maths. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Lewis C for always working really hard in Science, and being polite and 

respectful in class; Harry K for working really hard to improve his focus in Science. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Grace P for showing intergrity and collecting the English books in. Thank you. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Stevie C-O for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being 

helpful to others and always being polite and well mannered! Well done Stevie! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Lucas S for showing excellent mathematical thinking. well done; Charlie H for 

always giving 100%. Charlie is a pleasure to teach; Adam S for always giving 100%. Adam is a pleasure to teach; 

Casey B for always giving 100%. Casey is a pleasure to teach; Evie C for always giving 100%. Evie is a pleasure to 

teach; Livia D for always giving 100%. Livia is a pleasure to teach. Always kind and helpful; Louis F for always giving 

100%. Louis is a pleasure to teach; Teddy N for excellent focus and therefore good learning; Christiana O for 

excellent attitude. well done; Caitlin W for improved focus. Well done. 

Mr Birch would like to appreciate Chay B for giving 100% in his RE lessons. Well done Chay! 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Lorien R, Benjamin E, Finlay C-A and Mark B for always showing 100% 

determination within the extra curricula club of Rugby; Jamie F for always trying his best in climbing that mountain 

within the extra curricula club of Rugby. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Lucas S and Alfie W for showing 100% determination in his Science lessons. 

Mrs Almond would like to appreciate Leah P for always being helpful, polite and enthusiastic. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Alfie D for giving 100% in his Geography lesson this week! Keep it up! Well 

done; Nathan C for giving amazing answers in his Geography lesson! Well done; Alfie M and Alfie W for always 

showing 100% determination in Geography lessons! 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 March 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Evie M for showing fantastic determination in working really hard to improve 

her Science knowledge; Mia R for working incredibly hard in Science and making significant progress in class. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate her Year 9 Maths Class for showing a tremendous amount of hard work, 

focus and brilliant maths ability during this week's topic! Well done everyone! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Lois J and Evi S for offering some fantastic contributions during our whole 

class feedback lesson in Spanish and showing determination to improve. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate James T for showing great determination to work hard in English; Summer 

M for improved effort in English; Curtis S for always working hard in English, showing that determination to succeed. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lillie W for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being helpful 

to others and always being polite and well mannered! Well done Lillie! 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Goda S for an outstanding attitude in History. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Jamie M, Ryan J and Harry J for showing determination by completing their 

Science homework. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 March 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Abbie H for showing fantastic determination in working really hard to improve 

her Science knowledge; Kieran C for working incredibly hard in Science and making significant progress in class. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sam F for making a huge effort in Maths this week. Keep it up;Ellie O for 

always working hard and making the most out of every lesson. Well done! 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Mahmoud I for being incredibly kind and taking your time to help others 

understand the work in Science 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Harry W, Daniel N, Luke G and Emma C for always showing integrity and 

knowing what is happening in our DEAR book. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Joy D for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being helpful 

to others and always being polite and well mannered! Well done Joy! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Tasha T for excellent effort in maths. Keep up the good work; Ellie M and 

Amelia K for always being kind and helpful. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Abbie H and Bella B for working incredibly hard in Business and making 

significant progress in class; James C for an excellent attitude to learning in Business; Karam E-L for showing brilliant 

subject knowledge in Business; Faye J and James H for an excellent attitude towards year 10. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Lewis B, Sam F, Joe R and Taylor C for showing integrity by stepping up and 

reading excellently in DEAR time 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Michael M for a fantastic attitude in History; Olivia W for all round brilliance 

in History. 

Mr Swift would like to appreciate Konstantine B and Joe R for always working hard and making the most out of 

every lesson. Well done! 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate Harvey S for demonstrating fantastic goalkeeping abilities in hockey; Karam 

E-L for consistently demonstrating an excellent attitude in PE. 

Mr Swift would like to appreciate Aimee B for always working hard and making the most out of every lesson. Well 

done; Lewis L for showing fantastic determination in working really hard to improve her Science knowledge. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 March 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Hughes & Mrs Whittle would like to appreciate their PE class for showing brilliant Determination in PE by 

working hard all lesson! Great to see the enthusiasm! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Matthew W for showing the values of integrity and respect by always being 

helpful to others and always being polite and well mannered! Well done Matthew! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Louie D for always being a polite and helpful student who is never asked to do 

anything, he is brilliant all of his own accord; Viesturs K for an excellent attitude to learning in maths. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Zak L-W for demonstrating integrity always helping hand out class 

equipment. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Bailey O, Emily L and Emma H for an excellent attitude to learning in Business. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luis C for an outstanding attitude in History; Ruby M for all round brilliance in 

History. 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Reece B, Joshua B, Patryk B, Callum D, Joshua G, Thomas K, Joseph P, Joshua 

S, Harry S and Junior T for showing all of our core values of Determination, Integrity and Respect during an 

outstanding BTEC Engineering lesson on Wednesday morning. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Callum A and Kayia M for always showing integrity; Harry F, Katie O and 

Sophie H for always showing determination by completing every task; Molly M for making the effort to be in, on 

time to all her lessons. Keep it up; Brodie G for always trying to do her best. 


